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FROM MAJOR TO MINOR - WITH STAIRPLAY

Here you will learn how to transform major scales into a minor 

scales with the sound-staircase cards!

The notes on the stave are ordered 

to that every note-name has its place 

either on a line or in a space.

Though it may not appear so on the stave, the distance between sounds is the same 

everywhere. Between B-C, h-c, si-do and E-F, e-f, mi-fa the distance is small and 

consists only of a semitone. Between all other sounds there are wholetones, and 

two semitones result in a whole tone. This creates a distinctive sound sequence. 

This distinctive sound sequence is known as a scale. It consists of fi ve whole tones 

and two semitones. What’s important is which note it starts on. This is also where 

it gets its name from. 
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With the STAIRPLAY-cards build a C-major 

scale. It begins as its name suggests, with 

C/c/do and needs seven regular notes. To 

fi nd these go to the white keys of the piano.
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To change a C-major scale into a c-minor scale both semitones need to 

change place. On major scales you fi nd them between the 3rd and 4th notes 

and the 7th and 8th, on minor scales between the 2nd and 3rd and 5th and 

6th. Everywhere else are whole tones. There are two easy ways to change a 

major scale into a minor scale, the fi rst of which will probably need more time. 

Take your STAIRPLAY-cards in your hands and follow our instructions step by 

step. For every note-step in a scale there is a verifi cation-step. In total there 

are 7 steps. They are, however, very similar. You always check the distance 

between the two notes and correct it when necessary: 
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STEP 1:

STEP 2:

Check the correct distance between the 1st and 2nd notes. Between C/c/do 

and D/d/re there must be a whole tone. 

Between the 2nd and 3rd notes there must be a semitone in a minor scale. 

The E/e/mi must change a semitone lower with the accidental b (fl at) and 

become Eb/es/mib. Were you to change D/d/re a semitone higher with the 

accidental # (sharp), the distance between the 2nd and 3rd notes would work 

but between the 1st and 2nd the distance would change again and would 

become three semitones too big. 
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STEP 3:

The 3rd note is now called Eb/es/mib and no longer E/e/mi. The distance to 

the 4th note F/f/fa has become a whole tone through this change and no 

longer needs to be altered. 
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STEP 4:

The distance between the 4th note F/f/fa and the 5th note G/g/sol is a whole 

tone and is also correct.
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STEP 5:

The distance between the 5th and 6th notes is too big. It must be a semitone 

on a minor scale. That’s the reason why the 6th note A/a/la is changed to an 

Ab/as/lab with the accidental b (fl at). 
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STEP 6:

The 6th note is now an Ab/as/lab and the distance from B/h/si to the 7th 

note is once again too big. Therefore the B/h/si must also be changed one 

semitone lower with the accidental b (fl at) to become Bb/ b/sib. 
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STEP 7:

With this the distance between the 7th and 8th notes is a whole tone and our c-minor scale is 

fi nished. If you use the harmonic minor scale, the distance between the 7th and 8th notes must be 

a semitone. The B/h/si remains as it is or is once more reversed through the natural sign     or the 

accidental b (fl at). The c-minor scale has 3 fl at-signs and these are

• Bb, b, sib

• Eb, es, reb

• Ab, as, lab
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The second option of turning a C-major scale into a c-minor scale should go 

a bit quicker. Take your STAIRPLAY-cards in your hands again and follow our 

instructions step by step. Here there are 8 steps, but they are all very similar. 

Each note of the scale must be placed exactly on the sound-stairs so as to 

move them up or down: 

STEP 1:

You know that the simplest minor scale begins with A/a/la and consists of 

seven note-names, which can be found on the white keys of a piano. Move 

A/a/la on your sound-stairs upwards until you reach C/c/do, which will take 

you three semitones. Thus C/c/do is the 1st note of your new c-minor scale.  

1
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STEP 2:

Now do the same with the 2nd note. From B/h/si go three semitone steps up 

and reach D/d/re. 
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STEP 3:

STEP 4 TO 8:

The 3rd note of the c-minor scale also goes 3 semitones up to reach its place, 

where it could either be D#/dis/re# or Eb/es/mib. This decision shouldn’t be 

hard. After you have already used D/d/re you must follow with the E/e/mi, 

even if it now sounds a semitone lower and is Eb/es/mib. With this you fi nd 

yourself between the 2nd and 3rd notes and also the fi rst semitone of our 

new minor scale.

Do the same with D/d/re, which will become F/f/fa, with E/e/mi which will 

become G/g/sol, with F/f/fa which will now become Ab/as/lab, with G/g/sol 

which will become Bb/b/sib and with A/a/la which will once more become 

C/c/do. 
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If you’ve fi nished placing your scale on the 

sound-stairs, then go to the cards step by 

step up and down whilst others play the notes 

you’re standing on with their instruments. It 

is also ok if each person plays just one note 

from the stairs or if one person plays every 

note either on a piano or another melodic 

instrument. And what if one person jumped 

and hopped between each card?

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO PLAY A SCALE 

ON THE SOUND-STAIRS WITH STAIRPLAY – 

SIMPLY TRY THEM ALL AND DISCOVER EVER 

NEW SOUND-GAMES! 
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For every note of a c-minor scale you can simultaneously play other notes 

that sound good with it. These are called triads. It is easy to fi nd them. You 

can also easily fi nd them with the fi ve fi ngers of your hand. Each fi nger stands 

for a note-name. The thumb stands for C/c/do, the index-fi nger for D/d/re, 

the middle fi nger for Eb/es/mib, the ring fi nger for F/f/fa and the little fi nger 

or G/g/sol. Now take the note-names of the thumb, middle fi nger and little 

fi nger and you have the notes of the c-minor scale triad, which begins with: 

C-Eb-G or c-es-g or do-mib-sol. 

This is how it looks on the stave if you build a triad for every note. Each of 

these triads has its own colour. Try to play it, you will hear it: 

Great composers, such as Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), have also found 

and used a whole other range of triads for your compositions, sometimes even 

tetrachords. To listen to their music is a relaxing musical journey of discovery. 

In his „Sechs kleinen Präludien aus der Sammlung Johann Peter Kellners“ 

there is a piece for piano – composed in c-minor and with the number BWV 

999 – with which you can have such a journey of discovery with friends whilst 

listening to his triads.
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For this you only need your note-hand, the cards of the sound-stairs and a few 

simple instruments. Now write the notes of a rhythm, which Bach wrote one 

after the other in this prelude, over each other so that they can be played at 

the same time. Use each note only once and try to build triads in the distance 

of thirds. Write the correct note-name for each triad. 

 

It should look like this: 

In the 3rd and 4th rhythm Bach changed the triad:

Also search for the correct triads in the following progression of the piece. 

When you are fi nished with this, play the prelude with someone who can play 

piano. Each of you can decide a note (or more) which will always be played 

when it occurs in a triad of a respective rhythm. 
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There is also another possibility. Choose the upper, middle or lower voice and 

follow the path of the note, like J.S. Bach dictated in his musical piece. Colour 

it in so that you can see your voices better. There are mostly small steps which 

lead up or down and which you can play or go to on the sound-stairs: 
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This is what the whole piece looks like. Look for the 

rest of the triads here:
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Thus Johann Sebastian Bach has led you through his prelude with his triads 

(and sometimes also tetrachords). 

 

With this you can also play the bass voice if you want. It duplicates a note from 

a triad. 

 

Number the rhythms from 1 to 43 and then write here each triad with the right 

note-names.
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JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685-1750)

HAVE FUN PLAYING AND COMPOSING WITH STAIRPLAY!


